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a b s t r a c t

During recent decades almost all kinds of coastal fishery in the Baltic have been hit hard by seal interfer-
ence, causing catch losses and gear damage among other negative effects. To solve this problem a new
fish chamber was developed in the late 1990s. It has a double wall of firmly stretched net panels of the
super-strong polyethylene material Dyneema and is called pontoon fish chamber. Since the introduction
a number of positive effects of this chamber have been observed. A majority of the fishermen using the
pontoon fish chamber are very satisfied with it and at the time of writing, over 300 such fish chambers
are in use in Sweden.

This paper describes the construction and operation of the fish chamber, some preliminary results on
fishing efficiency and its reception by fishermen.
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. Introduction

The fixed gear fishery for salmon (Salmo salar), sea-trout (Salmo
rutta) and whitefish (Coregonus spp.) has, together with the her-
ing fishery, long dominated the small scale coastal fisheries of the
orthern Baltic (the Gulf of Bothnia).

Seal damage is a major problem in the set trap fisheries for
almon, sea-trout and whitefish along the Swedish Baltic coast
Hemmingsson and Lunneryd, 2007; Kauppinen et al., 2005;
uuronen et al., 2006; Westerberg et al., 2000). Seal interference
ffects many aspects of the fishery: the catch (reduced, damaged,
ost; Fjälling, 2005), the gear (damaged, tangled, its life span short-
ned, more expensive materials required) and the whole fishing
peration (best fishing spots abandoned, frequent lifting, increased
perational costs, difficult handling of by-caught seals).

One active method of mitigating the conflict which has been
ried and which has had some effect is the deployment of Acous-
ic Harassment Devices (Fjälling et al., 2006). Passive methods
hat have shown some effect include more frequent lifting of gear,
hanging to other fishing grounds and using stronger materials in

he traps. Modifications of gear design have demonstrated good
otential, for example with the large mesh salmon trap (Lunneryd
t al., 2003) that is in commercial use. With this innovation, seals
xperience limited hunting success since the fish being chased
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owards the trap walls in the first sections of the traps are able
o pass through the large meshes, while the seals are not (Fig. 2).
raps and other confining gear however all remained vulnerable to
ttacks on the fish chamber netting and on the accumulated catch
ithin. A new fish chamber was thus needed and work on such
construction, called the pontoon or push-up fish chamber, was

egun in the late 1990s.
This paper describes the construction and operation of the pon-

oon chamber, some preliminary results on its fishing efficiency and
ts reception by fishermen.

. Materials and methods

.1. Construction and operation of the pontoon fish chamber

The pontoon fish chamber is an independent module which
an be attached to trap-nets of several kinds. The fishing gear as
whole is then usually referred to as a pontoon trap. The chamber

s basically a large cylinder of strong netting. It has two sections;
he entrance part and the fish holding chamber itself (Fig. 1). The
ntrance part consists of a single layer of netting (Dyneema® CN2
wine, 100 mm stretched mesh) supported by three 2.9 m diameter
luminium hoops. It is funnel-shaped at the inner end where the

iameter reduces to 450 mm. The frame of the opening is made of
0 mm diameter 1.5 mm gauge stainless steel tubing, and a 2.5 mm
tainless steel wire is secured under tension vertically across the
iddle of the opening, in order to prevent seals from entering the

olding chamber.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01657836
mailto:malin.hemmingsson@fiskeriverket.se
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f
much more frequently in order to minimize losses. This increases
ig. 1. Side view of pontoon fish trap with entrance part (2) and the fish holding
hamber (1).

The holding chamber (Fig. 1) has two layers of netting which are
paced 300 mm apart and fastened to four supporting aluminium
oops. The outer net is made from 160 mm stretched mesh 1.7 mm
auge green Dyneema® CN2 twine, with a breaking strength of
90 kg. The inner net panels of the holding chamber are made
rom 70 mm mesh 1.1 mm diameter green Dyneema® CN1 twine,
reaking strength 106 kg. The supporting hoops are spaced 1.75 m
part and fastened to a rigid but easily disassembled framework of
0 mm diameter, 2 mm gauge aluminium tubing, quality AW 6082
6 and T4. The supporting structure has two longitudinal inflatable
ontoons (308 mm heavy-duty polyester-reinforced polyurethane

ndustrial hose) underneath. A flexible 19 mm diameter hose of
5 m length is attached to each pontoon. For inflating the pontoons,
portable petrol-driven compressor is used, operating at 2 bar. The
ontoon fish chamber is fastened to the seaward end of the origi-
al trap, in this case a large mesh trap (Fig. 2). At the other end of
he holding chamber there is a fibreglass chute with an emptying
atch.

Migrating fish are first corralled into and through the trap via
series of gradually narrowing flutes. Then they are guided into

he entrance part, which during fishing is largely submerged, and
nally into the fish holding chamber. The fish are hindered from
xiting the chamber by tickler lines attached to the entrance frame.
hen emptying the trap, the compressor is connected to the air

ose and the pontoons are inflated. Filling is controlled and balance
s maintained by manually operated valves, one for each pontoon.

hen the fish holding chamber is fully raised to the surface, the
ompressor is turned off and the fish in the chute are emptied
irectly into the boat. The compressor is then re-started, the valves
re reversed and air is drawn out of the pontoons until the fish
hamber settles in position underwater again. External buoys are
ttached to adjust the flotation depth.

The pontoon fish chamber was designed and patented by a pri-
ate fisherman (Swe. Pats. no 9800703-02, 9800704-0, 9800705-7
nd Fin. 19990876). It is produced by a commercial supplier (Har-
ångers Maskin & Marin AB). The life expectancy of the chamber

s expected to be in excess of ten years. The pontoon fish chamber
as officially approved as a seal-safe fishing gear by the Swedish

nvironmental Protection Agency in 2001. Between 2001 and 2007,
30 pontoon fish chambers were supplied to over 100 fishermen
long the Baltic coast. During the first years of introduction 50% of
he poonton fish chambers were attached to a large mesh trap-net,
ater there are no statistics.

.2. Evaluation of the introduction

In total 54 fishermen were enrolled to keep voluntary log-books

ith records of fish catches as well as of seal and bird damage dur-

ng the period 2001–2005. Records were kept for both traditional
ombination traps and pontoon traps. In a further evaluation, a
uestionnaire was sent out to all known pontoon trap owners in

t
h
t
A

ig. 2. Top view of a pontoon fish chamber (5) attached to a large mesh salmon trap
onsisting of: (1) leader net, (2) wings (mesh size 400 mm), (3–4) middle chambers
mesh size 100 mm).

005. The survey asked for the fishermen’s personal assessments
f the trap during fishing operations.

. Results

Preliminary data from voluntary log-books indicates that pon-
oon traps reduced the number of observed damaged fish with 80%
ompared to traditional traps, and that over a five-year period, fish-
rmen achieved higher catches of salmon and sea-trout in traps that
ad a pontoon fish chamber than in traditional traps.

The fishermen who used pontoon traps enjoyed a longer fishing
eason and were obliged to empty their traps less frequently than
he others. The fishermen’s comments in the 2005 survey were pos-
tive. Most respondents were satisfied (75%) or very satisfied (22%)

ith most aspects of the pontoon traps (n = 51). Many fishermen
54%, n = 51) did however express their concerns over a high seal
resence around the pontoon traps, as they felt that this would
righten fish away.

. Discussion

An indirect effect of seal attacks, and one which is inconvenient
or the fishermen, is that fishing gear generally has to be lifted
heir fuel consumption and other costs. The pontoon fish chamber
owever allows a more infrequent lifting, even compared to the
ime before seal conflicts escalated, which is a significant bonus.
nother important aspect is the ergonomic improvement. Empty-
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ng the fish chamber of a traditional trap is extremely hard work;
sing compressed air to raise the pontoon chamber over the water
urface lessens work significantly and is much appreciated. A third
dvantage of the new design is evident in some areas along the
oast where algal growth on the net panels at times reduces the
atch efficiency. The pontoon fish chamber can be cleaned sim-
ly by leaving it raised to the surface with the pontoons inflated
nd letting the sun dry the net, whereupon the algal growth falls
ff.

A negative aspect of the pontoon fish chamber is the high pur-
hase price (D7500 in 2007) which in principle necessitates large
atches or a high catch value. However, subsidies for the purchase
f the seal-safe trap, amounting to up to 80% of the costs for the first
raps and accepted by the EU, have been paid by the Swedish gov-
rnment. This has been an important factor in their rapid market
cceptance.

The reduced number of seal-inflicted injuries to trapped fish
ith the improved gear results in a higher market value of the

atch, and lower labour costs also contribute favourably to the
conomic outcome. The pontoon fish chamber must therefore be
onsidered a great success within the challenging field of mitigat-
ng seal-fisheries conflicts. We believe pontoon traps will replace
ost of the traditional salmon and whitefish traps in the foresee-
ble future. However, although the seals cannot get hold of the catch
asily with the new gear, previous experience shows that seals are
ighly resourceful and are likely to develop new foraging strategies.

t is vital to maintain a constant programme of counter-measures,
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ncluding the on-going monitoring and further development of the
ontoon trap, taking seals’ natural behaviour into consideration.
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